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The Inspiration:
The Zanskar valley is a remote region high up in the Himalayas, in northern India. This trip is
going to be an all-round adventure that will not only be a physical challenge but a really enriching
cultural experience.
I am personally inspired to do this walk to be able to connect at a deeper level with the country I
was born in but never had a chance to explore or know properly. In this trip, I wish not only to
connect with the landscape but the people in the region too.
On this walk, we will have a chance to marvel at the amazing geology of the Himalayas, visit
remote monasteries, meet with people in some of the most remote villages in the world, and to
physically challenge ourselves by using our own two feet to get from place to place.

The Expedition:
This trip is not technical at all and is open to anybody that can walk. We will be walking slowly
and steadily, taking time to interact with the environment and the people we come across.

Location: Zanskar Valley

.

THE PROPOSED ROUTE:
This a tentative plan. I only had a limited amount of time to write up this application and still
feel as though I need to do some more research before deciding for sure the exact details of the
route I want to take. However, what follows will give you a rough idea of the kind of itinerary I
intend on following.
I intend on spending 3 weeks moving through the valley, walking on average 6-8 hours /10 km
per day, and carrying our own tents/sleeping bags etc. The Reason for only covering short
distances per day is because this is a high-altitude trek and we need to go slowly to avoid altitude
sickness. We will re-stock our food supplies every few days, as we pass through villages. We will
never be more than a couple of days away from the next village. We will also most likely take a
few ‘rest’ days during the trek. We will probably spend 1-2 days at Phugtal monastery and might
spend an extra day or so at some villages we like, or if we are simply tired/sick.

Rough plan:
Getting to start of the trek (approx. 4-6 days):
Fly from Australia to Delhi. (will take at least 1full day)
Delhi to Jammu (train) -11 hours
Jammu to Srinagar (bus)-8 hours
Srinagar to Kargil to Lamayuru (bus)- 8 hours
Begin trekking from Lamayuru.
Note: this commute involves ascending to high altitudes over a short period of time. To prevent
ourselves from getting altitude sickness, we will most likely have to dedicate 1-2 days for
acclimatisation. I haven’t decided yet which exact location/s we will stop for a day or two to
acclimatise but I will definitely do that soon! Srinagar and Kargil seem like good places to stop to
acclimatise, but we could stop in other villages if we would like.
We can shorten approach time and reduce physical strain of approach on our bodies by flying
into Leh from Delhi and acclimatising in Leh for 2 days. However, this will be less adventurous
(and possibly just a tiny bit more expensive). I will have a think about this and may decide it is
better to fly into Leh instead of taking the arduous 3-5 day train/bus journey in.
The Trek: (around 3 weeks duration)
LamayuruàWanlaàPhanjilaàKarshaà PadumàPhugtal MonasteryàShade Villageà Gonbo
Rangion (sacred mountain)à Darcha
Below is the map marking out my rough proposed route in green. We will probably take small
detours from this path to visit interesting locations such as Phugtal monastery and Shade village.

(map from the book: ‘Trekking in Ladakh, 3rd: India Trekking Guides’- Charlie Loram)
Here are some images of the regions we will visit so you can visualise what the trek will be like:
Wanla:

(image from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wanla)

Zangla:

(image from https://www.lehladakhxp.com/destination/zangla/)
i

Phanjila:

(image from:https://www.flickr.com/photos/ashodalemian/9792479853/in/photostream/)

Phugtal monastery:
The approach:

(image from https://waleandme.com/phugtal-monastery/)

The monastery:

(image from: https://www.amusingplanet.com/2013/11/phugtal-monastery-india.html)

Gonbo Rangion:

(image from: https://zanskar.geoheritage.ch/CHAPITRE2/page25no.html)
Gonbo Rangjun co-ordinates if you want to look it up on google maps: 32.964494,
77.256849
Some images from some trekkers who completed a similar route to the one I am proposing:

(images from https://awanderingphoto.com/2015/11/27/favorite-trekking-routes-zanskarvalley-northern-indian-himalayas/)

Getting back:3 days
Trek ends at Darcha.
Catch bus/taxi from Darcha to Manali (7-8-hour drive)
Take bus on Manali-Leh highway back to Delhi. (12-13 hr bus ride)
Fly from Delhi to Australia.

Costs
Will aim for under $2500 per person if possible. Going to try to make this as cheap as possible.
Flights from Canberra to Delhi return: $1000-1500
Transport from Delhi to Lamayuru: $50 transport,
During trek, we will stay in tents so no fee for accommodation unless we decide to stay with
local people in which case we will pay some money for their hospitality (you would pay 10-15
dollars per night per person for shelter/food they provide). If we decide to camp near the
houses of locals, it is polite to pay them a small amount for the area of land we are using. We will
also stay at Phugtal monastery for 1-2 nights. When visiting the monastery, we can stay in
guesthouse (approx. 15 dollars per night with food included), inside the monastery (monks will
accept whatever you can pay or if you cannot afford to pay, you can stay for free) or camp
outside the monastery for free. In total, I think we will end up paying around $50 in total for
accommodation along the trek (maybe even less if we decide to camp the whole way and do no
homestays at all).

Manali to Delhi Bus fare: around 30 AUD, depending on how good the bus is.
Accommodation:
Will probably have to pay for around 9 days of accommodation for the time periods when we
are getting to the start of the trek or coming back from the trek. Assuming that accommodation
will cost around $15-$20 per night, this turns out to be $150-$200 total, depending on where we
stay, etc.
Food:
Approx. $200 per person?
Travel Insurance:
$100-200 per person (e.g quote from world nomads ended up being $129 or $158 depending on
level of cover)
Pens/paper/other donations for schoolchildren in monastery/villages:
$20-$50 per person? (optional)
Summary:
Item
Flights
Train/bus fares
Accommodation
Food
Travel Insurance
Donations (optional)
Total

Cost (AUD)
1000-1500
80
250
200
100-200
???
1650-2250 (more likely to be closer to 2250,
since there may be other costs I forgot to
account for)

In conclusion, let’s say that this trip is going to cost $2250 per person

Proposed Funding:
I propose that each participant receives a 30% subsidy on their individual expenses, amounting
to approx. $700 per person.
Maximum number of participants on this trip is 6, so maximum total amount of funding I am
asking for is $4200.

Proposed dates:
Winter break of 2020: approx. 30 days in the time period from 20 june- 26 july, 2020.

Preparation:
Need to practice walking with heavy pack over rough terrain.
I will try to run some training hikes, especially a few overnight ones. These would be open to any
club members, not just those coming on this trip.

Safety:
Type of safety equipment, training or expertise required:
- we will take a PLB
- Medical/rescue facilities are quite sparse along the route we will be walking. There are some
basic health posts at some of the villages we will pass through. For extreme emergencies, Indian
air force helicopters can be called: co-ordinated by J&K tourism. Helicopters do not leave unless
payment for their services is guaranteed. We must take out insurance which includes evacuation
costs and leave at Delhi embassy the details of people who can be contacted to pay the bill.
Evacuations are also very expensive (around $900 per flying hour, and evacuation from Zanskar
takes at least 5 hours).
- I took the basic wilderness first aid training course earlier this year so this small amount of
experience could be useful.
- We will carry basic first aid gear and medicine. We will make sure to take Diamox in case we
begin to feel the onset of altitude sickness.
- Moving at a slow and steady pace will decrease the likelihood of altitude sickness/injury. We
will take things at our own pace.
In conclusion, since the valley is so remote it will be difficult to get rescue/medical help.
However, if anything serious does happen, there will ultimately be a way to get help (although it
may take time to arrive, and will probably be expensive)

The Team:
I am aiming for a group size of 4-6 people.
Currently, the only confirmed team member is me (Chini)
- I have run 4 climbing trips this year, so I have a little bit of experience leading trips. This
particular trip will be so much bigger compared to any of the trips I have led so far but I
think I will be able to manage this, especially if I can put together a good team, and if
some of my team members have experience in areas that I don’t.
- I will try to organise some training hikes (especially some overnight ones) to prepare for
this walk.
- I have walked at altitude before on the Everest Base camp trek. Although this trek is
longer than the EBC and although we will have to carry more gear, I think I will be more
than capable of this, especially after some more training.
- Languages spoken in the region are Hindi and Ladakhi. I don’t know how to speak either
of these languages. However, I speak Bengali, which is similar to Hindi. If no-one who
can speaks Ladakhi or Hindi signs up, I’ll try to learn a bit of Hindi. I think I should be
able to pick it up quickly since I can already understand some Hindi.
Others who have expressed interest but cannot confirm attendance:
-

Yushu Soon: experienced in long distance walking (e.g Larapinta trail)

-

Suchir Patil: speaks Hindi, has trekked in Ladakh region before: the Chadar trek.

-

Adinda Soer: Has completed Markha Valley trek in Ladakh region, which is close to
where we are going.

-

Jannah Sani: Not much experience in trekking or camping but is keen to learn, and has a
lot of dedication, and high level of finess as evident in her prowess in rock climbing.

-

Callum Mayer: Experienced in long distance hiking

-

Byron Muir: Experienced in long distance hiking

I have a feeling that other club members may be interested in the expedition too.

Is there an opportunity for other suitable ANUMC members to join the
expedition?
Yes. This trip will be open to anyone with the ability to walk.

The ANUMC:
Will any specialised equipment be needed for this expedition, and if so, will it be
useful for future activities?
-

Not really. We will only need basic bushwalking equipment.

How will the skills, knowledge and experience gained from the expedition be
passed onto other club members?
-

After the trip, I will be a more experienced hiker and will have more
experience/confidence to lead more challenging bushwalks on which I will be able to
pass on what I have learned onto other members.

-

I will contribute an article to the epic and will do some paintings along the trek. I will
donate some of these paintings to the club. I will take many photos and am willing to
present about my experiences in future ANUMC slide nights, etc.

Final Words:
I genuinely believe that this is going to be a life changing experience for everyone who joins in. I
know that I am quite young and not particularly experienced in trekking or trip leading, but I am
very motivated to make this idea become a reality. I truly believe that with the help of others, I
will be 100% capable of safely leading a team of people through this crazy adventure! Thank you
so much for considering my application!

